Liberty Kameari Bicycles

We now have 2 new bicycles, a red one and a silver one, available whenever the bike is not already in use. Able to be
borrowed for free, for any resident staying in Liberty Kameari! All you have to do is sign out for the bike and return the
key when you are finished. They are located in the bicycle parking area, below Liberty's balcony area.
.________________________________________________________________________________

These bikes are free to use for the day, with some guidelines:
Safe riding and awareness of other pedestrians, vehicles, other bicylists, and pets.
Locking the bike and safeguarding the key as well as the return of the bike and key when you are finished. Please do
not hold on to the key after you are finished using it.
Careful parking in acceptable areas and Avoiding no-parking areas. If the bike is cited or moved to the Bicycle
Impound Lot due to illegal parking, you will be responsible for any charges and retrieving the bicycle. Please note:
there is a charge for parking at most stations.
Proper use of bike features, including the headlight, bell, and stand, as well as making sure the tires are safe for use and
the adjustment/security of the seat to avoid accident.

.________________________________________________________________________________

**When you take out the bike, Liberty Kameari or Sakura House will not be responsible for any damages or injury in the
event of an accedent. You are responsible for the well-being of the bike, others, and yourself if you use the bike!
On the rear of the bike is a seal and license showing ownership of Liberty Kameari. If questioned by authorities, the license will identify the user as a foreigner.
there are further problems, they may contact Liberty Kameari's owner, Mr. Watanabe.

________________________________________________________________________________
The area has some wonderful areas to explore, including:
Mizumoto Koen, one of the biggest parks in the Kanto area.
Shibamata, the filming location of the famous "Tora-san" movies
Ario, a good place to get a meal or shop, with free bicycle parking and air pump!
...You could just explore Aoto, travel to Ayase Station, or beyond!
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